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Abstract
This note is a review of the recently revealed intriguing connection between
integrable quantum spin chains and integrable many-body systems of classical me-
chanics. The essence of this connection lies in the fact that the spectral problem for
quantum Hamiltonians of the former models is closely related to a sort of inverse
spectral problem for Lax matrices of the latter ones. For simplicity, we focus on the
most transparent and familiar case of spin chains on N sites constructed by means
of the GL(2)-invariant R-matrix. They are related to the classical Ruijsenaars-
Schneider system of N particles, which is known to be an integrable deformation of
the Calogero-Moser system. As an explicit example the case N = 2 is considered
in detail.
1 Introduction
In this paper we present some results of [1]-[4] in a short compressed form and in the simplest
possible setting. First of all let us explain what we mean by “quantum spin chains” and
“integrable many-body systems of classical mechanics”.
The best known example of integrable quantum spin chain is the isotropic (XXX) homoge-
neous Heisenberg model with spin 12 on an 1D lattice with coupling between nearest neighbours.
Throughout the paper, we use the words “spin chain” in a broader sense, not implying exis-
tence of any local Hamiltonian of the Heisenberg type. In fact integrable local Hamiltonians
in general do not exist for inhomogeneous spin chains which are closely involved in our story.
However, such models still make sense as generalized spin chains with long-range interaction
and a family of commuting (non-local) Hamiltonians. We call them inhomogeneous XXX spin
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chains. Alternatively, one may prefer to keep in mind inhomogeneous integrable lattice mod-
els of statistical mechanics rather than spin chains as such. In either case, the final goal of
the theory is diagonalization of transfer matrices which are generating functions of commuting
conserved quantities. This is usually achieved by one or another version of the Bethe ansatz
method.
The integrable model of classical mechanics we are mainly interested in is the N -body
system of particles on the line called the Ruijsenaars-Schneider (RS) model [5]. It is often
referred to as an integrable relativistic deformation of the famous Calogero-Moser (CM) model
with inversely quadratic pair potential [6, 7].
As is common for integrable models, the classical dynamics can be represented in the Lax
form, i.e., as an isospectral deformation of a N ×N matrix called the Lax matrix. Matrix
elements of this matrix are simple functions of coordinates and momenta of the particles while
the eigenvalues are integrals of motion. In a nutshell, the essence of the quantum-classical (QC)
duality
Quantum integrable models ←→ Classical many-body systems . (1)
lies in the fact that spectra of quantum Hamiltonians of a model from the left hand side appear
to be encoded in the algebraic properties of the Lax matrix for a classical system from the right
hand side.
In the case of the inhomogeneous XXX spin chain, a refined version of (1) is
Quantum XXX spin-12 chain on N sites ←→ Classical N -body RS model . (2)
More precisely, the spectral problem for the quantum Hamiltonians of the inhomogeneous XXX
spin chain on N sites is reduced to a sort of an inverse spectral problem for the N×N Lax
matrix for the classical RS system. Given its spectrum and the coordinates of the particles, the
problem is to find possible values of their momenta compatible with these data. In general this
problem has many solutions which just yield different eigenvalues of the quantum Hamiltonians.
In a special scaling limit, the XXX spin chain turns into the Gaudin spin model [8]. On the
right hand side of (2), this corresponds to the non-relativistic limit of the RS system:
Quantum Gaudin model ←→ Classical CM model . (3)
The QC duality is traced back to [9], where joint spectra of some finite-dimensional operators
were linked to the classical Toda chain. The existence of an unexpected link between the
quantum Gaudin and the classical CM models was first pointed out in [10], see also [11]. In a
more general set-up, the correspondence between quantum and classical integrable systems was
independently derived [1, 3, 12, 13] as a corollary of an embedding of the commutative algebra
of spin chain Hamiltonians into an infinite integrable hierarchy of soliton equations known as
the modified Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (mKP) hierarchy. Namely, the most general generating
function of commuting integrals of motion of the spin chain (the “master T -operator”) was
shown to satisfy the bilinear identity and the Hirota bilinear equations for the tau-function of
the mKP hierarchy [14].
Although only a limited number of examples are available at the moment, the very phe-
nomenon of the existence of hidden non-standard connections between quantum and classical
integrable systems seems to be rather general. Presumably, it can be thought of as a new kind
of a correspondence (or duality) principle in the realm of integrable systems. In [4], the QC du-
ality (2), (3) was checked directly using the Bethe ansatz solution of integrable spin chains. The
role of this duality in the context of supersymmetric gauge theories and branes was discussed
in [15, 16, 4].
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It is worthwhile to stress that the both sides of the correspondence, i.e. quantum and
classical integrable systems, participate in the game as two faces of one entity on an equal-
rights basis. In the theory of quantum models, there are some fundamental relations, exact for
any h¯ 6= 0, which assume the form of classical equations of motion for some other system. (One
of such examples is the classical integrable dynamics naturally realized in the space of conserved
quantities of quantum integrable models, see [1] and earlier works [17, 18].) At the same time,
given a many-body problem of classical mechanics, one may extract from it, by addressing some
non-traditional questions about the system, the spectral properties of a quantum model. This
picture becomes valid and meaningful if the systems from both sides are integrable. It might
be interesting to combine the hypothetical “correspondence principle” based on the QC duality
with the standard correspondence principle of quantum mechanics.
Let us outline the contents of the paper.
In section 2, we start with the most familiar example of integrable spin chain: the Heisenberg
model with spin 12 and periodic boundary conditions (the XXX magnet) solved by H.Bethe in
1931 [19]. The “spin variables” are vectors from the spaces C2 at each site. However, this
model itself is too degenerate to be directly linked to a classical many-body system. To this
end, we need an inhomogeneous version of the model with twisted boundary conditions. Such a
generalized XXX model has N+2 free parameters which are N “inhomogeneity parameters” on
each site and 2 eigenvalues of the twist matrix which is assumed to be diagonal. The generalized
XXX model can be naturally constructed in the framework of the Quantum Inverse Scattering
Method (QISM) developed by the former Leningrad school [20, 21]. In the inhomogeneous
model, the locality of spin interactions does not take place. Instead, there are N non-local
commuting Hamiltonians (which are cousins of the Gaudin ones). They can be simultaneously
diagonalized using the algebraic Bethe ansatz.
In section 3, the necessary formulae related to the classical RS model are presented, including
the Lax matrix. The rules of the quantum-classical correspondence between the integrable
models are explained in section 4. As an example we consider the case N = 2, where all
calculations can be done directly by hands (section 5). Finally, in section 6 we give some
remarks on the scaling limit to the Gaudin model which corresponds, on the classical side, to
the non-relativistic limit of the RS system. Some generalizations and perspectives are briefly
discussed in the concluding section 7.
2 The Heisenberg spin chain and its generalizations
The Hamiltonian of the isotropic Heisenberg spin chain (also called the XXX-magnet) with
periodic boundary condition is
Hxxx = 2
N∑
j=1
(
s(j)x s
(j+1)
x + s
(j)
y s
(j+1)
y + s
(j)
z s
(j+1)
z − I
)
, N + 1 ≡ 1,
where the spin operators (sx, sy, sz) = ~s are expressed through the Pauli matrices as
sx =
1
2
(
0 1
1 0
)
, sy =
1
2
(
0 −i
i 0
)
sz =
1
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)
and I = 1⊗N is the identity operator. (Hereafter 1 stands for the identity matrix in C2). We
will also use s+ = sx + isy =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, s− = sx − isy =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, s1 =
1
21+ sz =
(
1 0
0 0
)
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and s2 =
1
21− sz =
(
0 0
0 1
)
. The operator ~s(j) = 1⊗(j−1) ⊗~s⊗ 1⊗(N−j) acts non-trivially at
the jth site of the chain. Clearly, they commute for any j′ 6= j. The Hamiltonian acts in the 2N -
dimensional linear space V = ⊗Nj=1Vj, Vj ∼= C2. Basis vectors in this space can be constructed
as tensor products of local vectors with definite z-projection of spin, i.e., eigenvectors of sz.
Note that Pij =
1
2
(
I+ 4~s(i)~s(j)
)
is the permutation operator of the ith and jth spaces, and
so the Heisenberg Hamiltonian can be written in the form Hxxx =
∑
j Pj j+1 − NI.
The Hamiltonian commutes with the operator
M =
1
2
N∑
j=1
(I− 2s(j)z ) =
N∑
j=1
s
(j)
2 (4)
which counts the total number of spins in the chain with negative z-projection. Namely, the
states in which M spins look down (and so the rest N −M spins look up) are eigenstates for
the operator M with the eigenvalue M . The space of states V is decomposed in the direct sum
of eigenspaces for the operator M: V =
N⊕
M=0
V(M), MV(M) =MV(M). It is clear that
dimV(M) =
(
N
M
)
=
N !
M !(N−M)! .
In particular, V(0) and V(N) are one-dimensional spaces generated by the states in which all
spins look up or down respectively.
The common spectral problem for the operators Hxxx and M, HxxxΨ = EΨ, MΨ = MΨ,
has the famous Bethe ansatz solution [19]. The eigenvalues E for 0 ≤M ≤ [N/2] are given by
the formula
E =
M∑
α=1
ε(vα), ε(v) = − 4
1 + 4v2
, (5)
where the auxiliary quantities vα (the Bethe roots) are to be found from the system of algebraic
equations (
vα +
i
2
vα − i2
)N
=
M∏
β=1,β 6=α
vα − vβ + i
vα − vβ − i (6)
(the Bethe equations). Different solutions to this system give energies of different eigenstates.
The exact solution of the Heisenberg spin chain is possible due to the fact that the model
is integrable. This means that there is a sufficiently large family of independent commuting
operators, one of which is the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. The other operators of this family are
higher integrals of motion. A general prescription how to construct models possessing higher
integrals of motion is provided by the Quantum Inverse Scattering Method (QISM) [20].
We start by reformulating the XXX spin chain in the framework of the QISM, following
[21]. Such a reformulation makes integrability of the model explicit and, what is even more
important, it suggests natural integrable generalizations of the XXX chain.
Let V0 ∼= C2 be another copy of the complex linear space C2 (the auxiliary space). The
quantum Lax operator at the jth site acts non-trivially in V0 ⊗ Vj . It is
Lj(x) = x1⊗ I+ ηP0j =
(
x+
η
2
)
1⊗ I+ 2η~s⊗~s , (7)
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or, in the block-matrix form,
Lj(x) =

 xI+ ηs
(j)
1 η s
(j)
−
η s
(j)
+ xI+ ηs
(j)
2

 . (8)
The variable x ∈ C is called the (quantum) spectral parameter. The extra parameter η intro-
duced here for the reason clarified below is not actually essential because it can be eliminated
by a rescaling of the spectral parameter (unless one tends it to 0 as in the limit to the Gaudin
model [8]). The Heisenberg Hamiltonian does not depend on η which is usually put equal to
i =
√−1 in this context. The L-operator satisfies the “RLL = LLR” intertwining relation
R(x− x′)Lj(x)⊗ Lj(x′) = Lj(x′)⊗ Lj(x)R(x− x′),
where the quantum R-matrix R(x) acts in the tensor product of two auxiliary spaces V0 ∼= V0′ ∼=
C
2. In the natural basis in C2 ⊗C2 it is
R(x) =


x+η 0 0 0
0 η x 0
0 x η 0
0 0 0 x+η

 = η 1 ⊗ 1+ xP00′ . (9)
Note that in this particular case the R-matrix is almost the same object as the quantum L-
operator: they differ only by a permutation operator of the two spaces, so that the intertwining
relation is equivalent to the Yang-Baxter equation for the R-matrix. The quantum transfer
matrix is defined as
T(x) = tr0
[
L1(x)L2(x) . . . LN (x)
]
= 2IxN + JN−1x
N−1 + . . .+ J1x+ J0 . (10)
The intertwining relation implies that the transfer matrices with different spectral parameters
(and the same η) commute: [T(x), T(x′)] = 0 for any x, x′. In its turn, this implies that
the operators Jk in (10) all commute with each other. At the same time, the operator J0 is
proportional to the cyclic permutation of the chain:
J0 = T(0) = η
NP12P23P34 . . .PN−1 NPN1
while the Hamiltonian of the spin chain is given by
Hxxx = η
d
dx
logT(x)
∣∣∣
x=0
−NI = ηJ−10 J1 −NI.
The operators J−10 Jk are then the higher integrals of motion. The operator J
−1
0 J1 is local due
to the special property of the quantum Lax operator Lj(0) = ηP0j and the homogeneity of
the chain. The operator M (see (4)) commutes not only with Hxxx but with the whole one-
parametric family T(x), and the Bethe states are common eigenstates for the T(x) and M:
T(x)Ψ = T (x)Ψ, MΨ =MΨ.
The transfer matrix T(x) can be diagonalized by means of the algebraic Bethe ansatz
method. The eigenvalues T (x) are given by the formula
T (x) = (x+ η)N
M∏
α=1
x− uα − η
x− uα + x
N
M∏
α=1
x− uα + η
x− uα . (11)
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The Bethe roots uα are to be found from the system of Bethe equations(
uα + η
uα
)N
=
M∏
β=1,β 6=α
uα − uβ + η
uα − uβ − η
, (12)
where is implied that 0 ≤M ≤ [N/2]. The eigenvalues of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, in terms
of the Bethe roots, are given by the formula
E =
M∑
α=1
η2
uα(uα + η)
which is equivalent to (5) under the substitution vα =
iuα
η
+
i
2
.
The XXX model can be generalized, preserving integrability, in two ways: a) by making
it inhomogeneous and b) by imposing twisted boundary conditions. The former is based on
the possibility to introduce an inhomogeneity parameter at each site which does not spoil the
intertwining relation:
R(x− x′)Lj(x− xj)⊗ Lj(x′ − xj) = Lj(x′ − xj)⊗ Lj(x− xj)R(x− x′).
The latter is due to the GL(2)-invariance of the R-matrix (9): g ⊗ g R(x) = R(x) g ⊗ g for any
g ∈ GL(2). This property implies that commutativity of the transfer matrices still holds if one
inserts a matrix g ∈ GL(2) in the auxiliary space before taking trace. For simplicity, we assume
that g is diagonal:
g =
(
w1 0
0 w2
)
. (13)
The generalizations a) and b) can be applied simultaneously, which leads to the most general
one-parametric family of commuting operator-valued polynomials in x:
T(x) = T(x; g, η, {xj}) = tr0
[
g L1(x− x1)L2(x− x2) . . . LN (x− xN )
]
. (14)
These operators commute for different x’s and the same η, g and xj :
[T(x; g, η, {xj}), T(x′; g, η, {xj})] = 0.
Similarly to (10), one can expand
T(x) = I tr g xN + JN−1x
N−1 + . . .+ J1x+ J0, (15)
the Jk’s being commuting integrals of motion. Note, in particular, that JN−1 = η
∑
i g
(i),
where g(i) is the operator acting as the matrix g at the ith site: g(i) := 1⊗(i−1) ⊗ g ⊗ 1⊗(N−i).
In general there is no way to construct local Hamiltonians from the Jk’s. Instead, assuming
that all the xj ’s are distinct and in general position (meaning that xi − xj 6= ±η for all i, j),
one can define non-local Hamiltonians as residues of T(x)/
∏
j(x− xj) (cf. [22]):
T(x)∏N
j=1(x− xj)
= tr g · I +
N∑
j=1
ηHj
x− xj .
In general, the Hamiltonians Hj = Hj(η, g, {xi}) imply a long-range interaction involving all
spins in the chain. Their explicit form is
Hi =
−−−→
N∏
j=i+1
(
I+
ηPij
xi − xj
)
g(i)
−−→
i−1∏
j=1
(
I+
ηPij
xi − xj
)
, (16)
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where we use the notation
−→
m∏
j=1
Aj = A1A2 . . . Am for the ordered product. It follows from the
definition that
N∑
j=1
Hj =
N∑
j=1
g(j).
The operator M (4) still commutes with T(x) and all the Hj’s, so, again, all these operators
are diagonalized simultaneously: T(x)Ψ = T (x)Ψ, HjΨ = HjΨ, MΨ = MΨ. The algebraic
Bethe ansatz gives the following result. The eigenvalues T (x) and Hj are given by the formulae
T (x) = w1
N∏
k=1
(x− xk + η)
M∏
α=1
x− uα − η
x− uα +w2
N∏
k=1
(x− xk)
M∏
α=1
x− uα + η
x− uα , (17)
Hj = w1
N∏
k=1, 6=j
xj−xk+η
xj−xk
M∏
α=1
xj−uα−η
xj−uα . (18)
The Bethe roots uα are to be found from the system of Bethe equations
w1
w2
N∏
k=1
uα − xk + η
uα − xk
=
M∏
β=1,β 6=α
uα − uβ + η
uα − uβ − η
, (19)
where it is implied that 0 ≤M ≤ [N/2].
3 The Ruijsenaars-Schneider model
The RS model [5] is an integrable model of classical mechanics. It is an N -body system of
interacting particles on the line with the Hamiltonian
HRS1 = η−1
N∑
i=1
e−ηpi
N∏
k=1, 6=i
xi − xk + η
xi − xk
. (20)
For some reason it is often called the relativistic deformation of the Calogero-Moser model,
the parameter η being the inverse “velocity of light”. The Hamiltonian equations of motion(
x˙i
p˙i
)
=
(
∂piHRS1
−∂xiHRS1
)
give the following connection between velocity and momentum
x˙i = −e−ηpi
N∏
k=1, 6=i
xi − xk + η
xi − xk (21)
and the equations of motion
x¨i = −
∑
k 6=i
2 η2x˙ix˙k
(xi − xk)((xi − xk)2 − η2) , i = 1, . . . , N. (22)
The RS model is known to be integrable, with the higher integrals of motion in involution
being given by HRSk = η−1tr (YRS)k, where YRS = YRS({xi}; {x˙i}) is the Lax matrix of the
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model. Its matrix elements are YRSij =
ηx˙i
xi − xj − η , i.e.,
Y
RS({xi}; {x˙i}) =


−x˙1 ηx˙1
x1−x2−η
ηx˙1
x1−x3−η . . .
ηx˙1
x1−xN−η
ηx˙2
x2−x1−η −x˙2
ηx˙2
x2−x3−η . . .
ηx˙2
x2−xN−η
...
...
...
. . .
...
ηx˙N
xN−x1−η
ηx˙N
xN−x2−η
ηx˙N
xN−x3−η . . . −x˙N


. (23)
Equations of motion (22) are equivalent to the Lax equation Y˙RS = [B,YRS], where
Bij =

∑
k 6=i
x˙k
xi − xk
−
∑
k
x˙k
xi − xk + η

 δij + x˙i
xi − xj (1− δij).
The Lax equation implies that all eigenvalues of the Lax matrix are integrals of motion.
Let X = diag(x1, x2, . . . , xN ) be the diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries being coor-
dinates of the particles. It is easy to check that the matrices X, YRS satisfy the commutation
relation
[X,YRS] = ηYRS + ηX˙E, (24)
where E is the N×N matrix of rank 1 with all entries equal to 1. Note also that the Lax matrix
Y
RS can be represented in the form
Y
RS = X˙ C, (25)
where C is the Cauchy matrix Cij =
η
xi − xj − η .
4 The quantum-classical duality
Consider the Lax matrix (23) of the N -particle RS model, where the xi’s are identified with the
inhomogeneity parameters xi at the sites of the spin chain and the inverse “velocity of light”,
η, is identified with the parameter η introduced in the quantum L-operator (8). Let us also
substitute x˙i = −Hi:
Y
RS({xi}; {−Hi}) =


H1
ηH1
x2−x1+η
ηH1
x3−x1+η . . .
ηH1
xN−x1+η
ηH2
x1−x2+η H2
ηH2
x3−x2+η . . .
ηH2
xN−x2+η
...
...
...
. . .
...
ηHN
x1−xN+η
ηHN
x2−xN+η
ηHN
x3−xN+η . . . HN


. (26)
The decomposition (25) for the matrix (26) acquires the form
Y
RS({xi}; {−Hi}) = −HC, (27)
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where H = diag(H1,H2, . . . ,HN ).
The claim is that if the Hi’s are eigenvalues of the Hamiltonians of the spin chain in
the invariant subspace V(M), then the first N −M eigenvalues of this matrix coincide with
eigenvalues of the twist matrix w1 while the rest M eigenvalues coincide with w2:
Spec (YRS) =
(
w1, . . . , w1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M
, w2, . . . , w2︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
)
. (28)
This means that the values of the higher RS Hamiltonians are
ηHRSk = (N −M)wk1 +Mwk2 . (29)
In general, the matrix YRS with multiple eigenvalues is not diagonalizable and contains Jordan
cells.
To put it somewhat differently, one can say that the eigenstates of the quantum spin chain
Hamiltonians correspond to the intersection points of two Lagrangian submanifolds in the phase
space of the RS model. One of them is the hyperplane defined by fixing all the coordinates
xi while the other one is the Lagrangian submanifold obtained by fixing values (29) of the
N integrals of motion in involution HRSk . In general, there are many such intersection points
numbered by a finite set I, with coordinates, say (x1, . . . , xN , p
(α)
1 , . . . , p
(α)
N ), α ∈ I. The values
of p
(α)
j give, through equation (21), the spectrum of Hj :
H
(α)
j = e
−ηp
(α)
j
∏
k=1, 6=j
xj − xk + η
xj − xk
.
However, we can not claim that all the intersection points correspond to the energy levels of
the spin chain Hamiltonians. The example of N = 2 considered below in detail suggests that
some intersection points do not correspond to the energy levels of a given spin chain. Their
meaning is to be clarified.
Anyway, the spectral problem for the non-local inhomogeneous spin chain Hamiltonians Hj
in the subspace V(M) appears to be closely linked to the following inverse spectral problem for
the RS Lax matrix YRS of the form (26). Let us fix the spectrum of the matrix YRS to be (28),
where w1, w2 are eigenvalues of the (diagonal) twist matrix g. Then we ask what is the set of
possible values of the Hj’s allowed by these constraints. The eigenvalues Hj of the quantum
Hamiltonians are contained in this set.
A similar correspondence between quantum and classical integrable systems was suggested
in [10], see also [11]. In a more general set-up, this assertion was derived [1, 3, 12, 13] as a
corollary of the embedding of the spin chain into an infinite integrable hierarchy of non-linear
PDE’s. In [4], it was checked directly using the Bethe ansatz solution.
In order to find the characteristic polynomial of the matrix (26) explicitly, we use the well
known fact that the coefficient in front of λN−k in the polynomial detN×N (λI+A) equals the sum
of all diagonal k×k minors of the matrix A. All such minors can be found using decomposition
(27) and the explicit expression for the determinant of the Cauchy matrix:
det
1≤i,j≤n
η
xi−xj−η = (−1)
n
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(
1− η
2
(xi−xj)2
)−1
.
The result is:
det
N×N
(λI− YRS) = det
N×N
(λI+ HC) =
N∑
n=0
JnλN−n, (30)
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where
Jn = (−1)n
∑
1≤i1<...<in≤N
Hi1 . . . Hin
∏
1≤α<β≤n
(
1− η
2
(xiα−xiβ )2
)−1
. (31)
In particular, the highest coefficient is given by the following simple formula:
JN = (−1)N H1H2 . . . HN
∏
i<j
(
1− η
2
(xi−xj)2
)−1
.
For completeness, we point out that the integrals Hk introduced in the previous section are
connected with the integrals Jk by the Newton’s formula [23]
N∑
k=0
JN−kHk = 0 (we have set
H0 = η−1tr(YRS)0 = N/η).
Another way to write expressions (30), (31) is through a sum over ǫ1, . . . , ǫN , with ǫi ∈ {0, 1}:
det
N×N
(λI− YRS) = λN
∑
{ǫ1,...,ǫN}∈Z
N
2
N∏
i=1
(
−Hi/λ
)ǫi ∏
1≤j<k≤N
(
1− η
2
(xj − xk)2
)−ǫjǫk
. (32)
The similarity of these expressions with tau-functions for N -soliton solutions to the KP hierar-
chy is not accidental. This point will be discussed elsewhere.
We conclude this section by writing down the system of algebraic equations for spectra of
the operators Hi. Combining (28) and (31), we obtain N polynomial equations for N unknown
quantities H1, . . . ,HN :
∑
1≤i1<...<in≤N
Hi1 . . . Hin
∏
1≤α<β≤n
(
1− η
2
(xiα−xiβ)2
)−1
= Cn(N,M), (33)
where Cn(N,M) =
1
2πi
∮
|z|=1
(1 + zw1)
N−M (1 + zw2)
Mz−n−1dz, n = 1, 2, . . . , N . Let us em-
phasize that in contrast to the Bethe ansatz solution, the algebraic equations are written here
not for some auxiliary quantities like Bethe roots but for the spectrum itself.
The state where all spins look up (M = 0) is an obvious eigenvector of the operators Hi
with the eigenvalues
Hi = w1
N∏
j=1, 6=i
(
1 +
η
xi − xj
)
. (34)
One can check that these Hi’s indeed solve the system (33) with Cn(N, 0) =
N !wn1
n!(N − n)! .
5 Examples: N = 1 and N = 2
The case N = 1 is trivial. The only quantum Hamiltonian H1 is diagonal in the standard basis
of C2 and coincides with the twist matrix, so we have two eigenvalues: H1 = w1 or H1 = w2.
The one-particle RS model is the model of a free particle on the line, the Lax “matrix” is just
the number −x˙1. Fixing it to be w1 or w2, as required by the QC duality, we obtain the two
eigenvalues of H1 by the identification Hi = −x˙i, see (26).
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The case N = 2 is meaningful and instructive. First, let us find the spectrum of the quantum
Hamiltonians directly. The transfer matrix is:
T(x)=tr
[(
w1 0
0 w2
)(
(x−x1)I+ηs(1)1 η s(1)−
η s
(1)
+ (x−x1)I+ηs(1)2
)(
(x−x2)I+ηs(2)1 η s(2)−
η s
(2)
+ (x−x2)I+ηs(2)2
)]
A simple calculation gives the following explicit form of the Hamiltonians:
H1 = w1s
(1)
1 + w2s
(1)
2 +
ηw1
x1 − x2 (s
(1)
1 s
(2)
1 + s
(1)
− s
(2)
+ ) +
ηw2
x1 − x2 (s
(1)
2 s
(2)
2 + s
(1)
+ s
(2)
− ),
H2 = w1s
(2)
1 + w2s
(2)
2 +
ηw1
x2 − x1 (s
(1)
1 s
(2)
1 + s
(1)
− s
(2)
+ ) +
ηw2
x2 − x1 (s
(1)
2 s
(2)
2 + s
(1)
+ s
(2)
− ).
We see that H1 +H2 = g
(1) + g(2), as it should be. The space C2 ⊗ C2 is decomposed into
the direct sum of the one-dimensional space V(0) generated by the vector |++〉 (M = 0), two-
dimensional space V(1) generated by the vectors |+−〉, |−+〉 (M = 1) and one-dimensional
space V(2) generated by the vector |−−〉 (M = 2). We have:
H1 |++〉 = w1
(
1 +
η
x1 − x2
)
|++〉 , H1 |−−〉 = w2
(
1 +
η
x2 − x1
)
|−−〉 ,
H1 |+−〉 = w1 |+−〉+ ηw1
x1 − x2 |−+〉 ,
H1 |−+〉 = w2 |−+〉+ ηw2
x1 − x2 |+−〉 .
Here we use the usual notation for the basis vectors in C2 ⊗C2:
|++〉 =
(
1
0
)
⊗
(
1
0
)
, |+−〉 =
(
1
0
)
⊗
(
0
1
)
, and so on.
The vectors |++〉 and |−−〉 are eigenvectors of H1. The rest part of the spectrum is found by
diagonalizing the 2×2 matrix
(
w1
ηw1
x1−x2
ηw2
x1−x2
w2
)
. The two eigenvalues are 12
(
w1 + w2 ±
√
R
)
,
where
R = (w1 − w2)2 + 4η
2w1w2
(x1 − x2)2 .
The final result for the joint spectrum of the operators Hi is as follows:
(H1,H2) =


(
w1 +
ηw1
x1 − x2 , w1 −
ηw1
x1 − x2
)
, M = 0,
(
w1 + w2 +
√
R
2
,
w1 + w2 −
√
R
2
)
, M = 1,
(
w1 + w2 −
√
R
2
,
w1 + w2 +
√
R
2
)
, M = 1,
(
w2 +
ηw2
x1 − x2 , w2 −
ηw2
x1 − x2
)
, M = 2.
(35)
Note that in the case of the periodic boundary condition w1 = w2 = 1 the eigenvalue H1 =
1+ η
x1−x2
becomes 3-fold degenerate as it should be due to the GL(2)-invariance of the R-matrix.
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Now consider the Lax matrix of the 2-particle RS model, where we substitute x˙i = −Hi:
Y =


H1
ηH1
x2−x1+η
ηH2
x1−x2+η H2


The characteristic equation det(Y − λI) = 0 reads λ2 − (H1 +H2)λ+ x
2
12H1H2
x212−η2
= 0, where
x12 ≡ x1 − x2 and the two eigenvalues are
1
2
(
H1 +H2 ±
√
(H1 +H2)2 − 4x
2
12H1H2
x212−η2
)
.
In the subspace with M = 0 the eigenvalue of H1 + H2 is 2w1 and the Lax matrix has the
double eigenvalue w1. This implies that the expression under the square root vanishes, i.e., we
arrive at the system 

H1+H2 = 2w1
H1H2 = w
2
1
(
1− η
2
x212
)
which is a particular case N = 2 of the general system (33). There are two solutions:
(H1,H2) =
(
w1 ± ηw1
x1−x2 , w1 ∓
ηw1
x1−x2
)
, M = 0.
The choice of the upper sign corresponds to the first line in (35). The meaning of the other
solution is to be clarified. In a similar way, for M = 2 we obtain two solutions
(H1,H2) =
(
w2 ± ηw2
x1−x2 , w2 ∓
ηw2
x1−x2
)
, M = 2,
of which the one with the upper sign corresponds to the last line in (35). Finally, at M = 1 we
have the system 

H1+H2 = w1 +w2
H1H2 = w1w2
(
1− η
2
x212
)
.
There are two solutions which coincide with the second and the third lines in (35).
6 The limit to the quantum Gaudin model and the
classical Calogero-Moser system
In the limit η → 0 the QC duality discussed above becomes a correspondence (3) between the
quantum Gaudin model and the classical Calogero-Moser system with inversely quadratic pair
potential. Some details are given below.
The rational GL(2) Gaudin model [8] is the η → 0 limit of the inhomogeneous spin chain
with the transfer matrix T(x; eηh, η, {xj}). The expansion as η → 0 gives:
T(x; eηh, η, {xj}) = 2I+ η
(
trh+
N∑
i=1
1
x− xi
)
I+ η2
(
1
2
trh2 I+
N∑
i=1
HGi
x− xi
)
+O(η3),
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where h =
(
ω1 0
0 ω2
)
is the Gaudin analogue of the twist matrix, and
HGi = lim
η→0
Hi(η, e
ηh, {xj})− I
η
= h(i) +
∑
j 6=i
Pij
xi − xj
=
∑
j 6=i
I
xi − xj + h
(i) + 2
∑
j 6=i
~s(i)~s(j)
xi − xj
(36)
are the Hamiltonians of the GL(2)-invariant Gaudin model. Here h(i) = ω1+ω22 I+(ω1−ω2)s
(i)
z
is the twist matrix acting in the space Vi ∼= C2 at the ith site. In the context of the Gaudin
model, the parameters xi (in general, complex numbers) are often called marked points of the
Riemann sphere. Since the first two terms in the η → 0 expansion of the T(x; eηh, η, {xj})
are proportional to the identity operator and thus commute with everything, commutativity of
the transfer matrices implies commutativity of the Gaudin Hamiltonians: [HGi , H
G
j ] = 0. The
Gaudin spectral problem consists in the simultaneous diagonalization of these operators and
the operator M which has the same form as above: HGi Ψ = H
G
i Ψ, MΨ = MΨ. The Bethe
ansatz solution is the η → 0 limit of (18), (19):
HGj = ω1 +
∑
k 6=j
1
xj − xk +
M∑
α=1
1
uα − xj , (37)
where the Bethe roots uα satisfy the system of equations
ω1 − ω2 +
N∑
k=1
1
uα − xk = 2
M∑
β=1, 6=α
1
uα − uβ . (38)
An alternative solution is achieved via the QC duality with the classical CM model with
the Hamiltonian HCM = 1
2
N∑
i=1
p2i −
∑
i<j
1
(xi − xj)2 . The equations of motion are
x¨i = −
∑
k 6=i
2
(xi − xk)3
, i = 1, . . . , N. (39)
The CM model is known to be integrable, with the higher integrals of motion in involution being
given byHCMk = 1k tr (YCM)k (HCM1 being the total momentum PCM =
∑
j pj andHCM2 = HCM),
where
Y
CM({xi}; {x˙i}) =


−x˙1 1
x2 − x1
1
x3 − x1 . . .
1
xN − x1
1
x1 − x2 −x˙2
1
x3 − x2 . . .
1
xN − x2
...
...
...
. . .
...
1
x1 − xN
1
x2 − xN
1
x3 − xN . . . −x˙N


(40)
is the Lax matrix of the model. Its matrix elements are YCMij = −x˙iδij −
1− δij
xi − xj .
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Note that the CM model can be treated as a η → 0 limit of the RS model meaning that
Y
RS = I+ ηYCM +O(η2) , HRS1 =
N
η
+ PCM + ηH˜CM +O(η2),
where H˜CM = 1
2
∑
i
(
pi +
∑
k 6=i
1
xi − xk
)2
−
N∑
i<j
1
(xi − xj)2 differs from the H
CM by a simple
canonical transformation and leads to the same equations of motion.
The rules of the QC duality in this case are as follows [2, 4]. Consider the Lax matrix (40)
of the N -particle CM model, where the xi’s are identified with the N marked points of the
Gaudin model. Let us also substitute x˙i = −HGi :
Y
CM({xi}; {−Hi}) =


HG1
1
x2−x1
1
x3−x1 . . .
1
xN−x1
1
x1−x2 H
G
2
1
x3−x2 . . .
1
xN−x2
...
...
...
. . .
...
1
x1−xN
1
x2−xN
1
x3−xN . . . H
G
N


. (41)
The claim is that if the HGi ’s are eigenvalues of the Gaudin Hamiltonians in the invariant
subspace V(M), then the first N −M eigenvalues of this matrix coincide with eigenvalues of
the twist matrix ω1 while the rest M eigenvalues coincide with ω2:
Spec (YCM) =
(
ω1, . . . , ω1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−M
, ω2, . . . , ω2︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
)
. (42)
As it follows from the results of [24, 25], the characteristic polynomial of the matrix YCM
can be represented in the form
det
N×N
(
λI− YCM) = exp( N∑
i<j
∂yi∂yj
(xi−xj)2
) N∏
k=1
(λ− yk)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
yi=HGi
. (43)
Therefore, the spectrum consists of the values (H1,H2, . . . ,HN ) such that the equality
exp
( N∑
i<j
∂yi∂yj
(xi−xj)2
) N∏
k=1
(λ− yk)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
yi=HGi
= (λ− w1)N−M (λ− w2)M (44)
is satisfied identically in λ. As in the case of the XXX model, this is equivalent to N algebraic
equations for N quantities HGi .
7 Concluding remarks
The QC duality can be more or less straightforwardly extended to quantum inhomogeneous spin
chains associated with GL(n)-invariant R-matrices. These models are solved by the nested
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Bethe ansatz (see [26]). On the classical side, the correspondence is with the same rational
RS model, with eigenvalues of the Lax matrix being chosen (with some multiplicities) from
the elements of the n×n diagonal twist matrix. The corresponding results can be found in
[1, 3, 4]. In the present paper, we have restricted ourselves by the GL(2) case only because of
the notational simplicity.
An interesting possible generalization is the q-deformation of the QC duality which im-
plies the anisotropic spin chains with trigonometric R-matrices (associated with Uq(gln)) on
the quantum side. As is shown in [12], the classical side in this case is represented by the
trigonometric RS model. However, some interesting details, including an accurate limit to the
trigonometric Gaudin model, are still to be elaborated.
Among future perspectives we mention an extension to the supersymmetric GL(n|m)-
invariant spin chains and to the spin chains with elliptic R-matrices. The latter case seems
to be especially non-trivial because integrable magnets constructed with the help of elliptic
R-matrices do not allow twisted boundary conditions with continuous parameters. That is why
it is not clear how to fix values of the classical integrals of motion in the elliptic RS model which
would be the most natural candidate for the classical part of the QC duality. Another difficulty
is that the Lax matrix for the elliptic RS model contains a spectral parameter. The role of this
parameter in the context of the quantum-classical correspondence is not clear at the moment.
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